
  Starry Quilt Space Block 

This makes a 12 ½” unfinished block. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Color 1 – Blue 
One 4½” block and scraps for star points in four blocks 
 
Color 2 – Red 
Scraps for background 
 
Color 3 – White 
Scraps for background 

 
 
1) From the blue, cut one 4½” blue for the center block.  Cut or use additional eight (8) pieces of blue to 

make star points in the four (4) centered blocks surrounding the center block. 
 

2)   From the red and white fabrics, sew strips together alternating red and white, with three (3) strips total 
for each block.  The piecing is at your discretion.  These will be the four (4) corner blocks.  Trim each 
block to 4½” square. 

 
3)  From the red and white fabrics, sew another set of four blocks using the instructions in step 2.  

Additionally add two (2) strips of blue fabric to the same side, sewing at an angle to create the first 
star point.  Press after the first addition, and then add the second blue piece to create the second star 
point.  These will be the four (4) centered blocks with the star points.  Trim each block to 4½” 
square. 

 
4)  Sew strips of three (3) as follows, ensuring the four blocks with the blue star points (block from step 

3) match the center block. 
  - Row 1 block order – block from step 2, block from step 3, block from step 2 

- Row 2 block order – block from step 3, block from step 1, block from step 3 (blue points face center) 
  - Row 3 block order – block from step 2, block from step 3, block from step 2. 
  - Block order – sew strips together following block order. 
 
Use the photo above or from the photos in the attached articles and story of the block from space created 
in space by Astronaut, Karen Nyberg!  This block somewhat follows a wonky star block pattern. 
 
Trim completed block to 12½” square.  Have fun!! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Calvert County Quilt Guild 
Block of the Month 

June 2017 
 

Use red, white, and blue scraps. 
 

Block seams are ¼”. 



Astronaut's Sewn-in-Space Star Shines at Quilt Festival 

http://www.space.com/27671-astronaut-space-quilt-festival.html 

 A NASA astronaut, Nyberg wasn't in space 
looking out the windows onboard the International 
Space Station, nor was she outside looking up at 
the Houston night sky. 

In fact, at that moment, Nyberg was inside the 

George R. Brown Convention Center attending the 

International Quilt Festival, the largest annual 

quilt show in the world. But the stars she was 
seeing were not even the 2,200 star-themed quilt 

blocks she, herself, had inspired others to sew – 
URL is: http://www.collectspace.com/news/news-

110113a.html  

No, the stars she remarked seeing were from the 
constant stream of camera flashes. Because here, 

at the center of the worldwide quilting community, she was the star. 

Hundreds of amateur and professional quilters, out of the 60,000 or so attendees the show saw 
during its four days in Houston, lined up for an hour last Thursday (Oct. 30) to have their photo 
taken with Nyberg. Even more posed for shots with a cardboard cutout of the station crew 
member, which was positioned next a NASA exhibit booth. 

"It is really cool to see how excited everybody is," Nyberg said in a quick interview with 
collectSPACE as even more quilters came up to meet her. "That was kind of my goal, to get a 
group of people who maybe wouldn't have thought about space and get them excited." 

Nyberg, who almost a year ago returned to Earth after five months onboard the space station, was 

the first person to quilt in orbit. Her creation, a 9-inch square red, white and blue star, served as 
the inspiration for the Quilt Festival's "AstroBlock Challenge." 
More than 2,200 quilters from around the world submitted their own star-themed fabric blocks, 
which were then sewn together to create 28 quilt panels. The resulting galaxy of quilted stars — 
with Nyberg's made-in-space square front and center — premiered on display at the Quilt Festival. 

"With a project like this, what I think is really cool, is that you can take somebody from every part 
of this world and find something that you have in common with them. And we really do have 
something in common with people from everywhere," Nyberg told the festival attendees during a 
presentation about her experience quilting in space. "We received blocks from all over the world. 

There are quilters everywhere and there were people enthusiastic about this everywhere." 

As tremendous as an achievement as the quilt made from around the world, the one square 
Nyberg that crafted while circling the planet turned out to be a challenge itself. 

"It took me a long time for a number of reasons," Nyberg said, citing both a lack of advance 
planning for what she was going to make and her skills, or lack thereof, at hand-sewing as 
reasons. 
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And then there was the mechanics of quilting in space. 

"I actually pried myself in my sleep station with my back against my sleeping bag and then my 
feet up [against the wall]," Nyberg described. "I had to have all of my supplies velcroed to the 
wall either on a velcro pad or inside ziplock bags to keep it all together." 

Karen Nyberg launched with a spool of ivory thread, five needles and three "fat quarters" of 
fabric. What she could not bring were scissors. 

"I had to use the scissors that were already there and they are not for cutting fabric," she 
stressed. "Cutting in space is the hardest thing. Imagine if you take a piece of fabric and hold it 
out in front of you [in the air]. Now, take your scissors and try to cut it and that is exactly what it 
is like. Because you can't lie it down on the floor, you can't use a rotary cutter, you just have to 
cut." 

"So that was another challenge," she 
stated. 

Ultimately though, Nyberg was happy 
with her quilted star, and even more 
so with the outcome of the entire 
project. 

The Quilt Festival now over, Nyberg 
said some museums have expressed 
interest in exhibiting the star-filled 
panels, and, in between those 
displays, the blocks will be going to 
the Texas Quilt Museum in La 
Grange. 

"I'm so happy the way this turned out 
because what I had in my mind, what 
I dreamed it turning into, it actually 

did," Nyberg said. "And, in fact, it is bigger than that." 

Click through to collectSPACE to watch a video of Karen Nyberg sewing her star in space. 
Follow collectSPACE.com on Facebook and on Twitter at @collectSPACE. Copyright 2014 

collectSPACE.com. All rights reserved. 

 
Additional story at: http://www.collectspace.com/news/news-110113a.html  

 

NASA astronaut Karen Nyberg displays the star-theme quilt 
block she created aboard the International Space 
Station. (NASA TV) 
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